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editorial

Theming of individual attractions or complete areas in amusement 

or theme parks is a well-known practice. A theme can imitate a re-

al place, create an entirely new world, or write a story. Theming

and storytelling are great ways of bringing an emotional element 

into guests’ sliding fun. The ride becomes an intense sensory

experience that allows sliders to leave the daily grind behind and 

dive into another world, becoming part of the story themselves. The 

increased adventure factor turns the waterslide into a new world 

waiting to be discovered, leaving your guests with lasting memories 

that keep them coming back for more — and distinguishing your water-

park from the competition.

«Products meet needs. Experiences fulfill desires»

Klarer Freizeitanlagen AG offers a variety of theming and storytelling

concepts for waterslides. Special light, water and sound effects as 

well as interactive elements and creative presentation possibili-

ties will fascinate you and your guests. We would be happy to show 

you examples of our work in this area from completed projects in 

Germany and Switzerland. Let us show you our newest developments 

and options. 

It is our pleasure to present a unique innovation in waterslides: the 

Infinity Jump — a combination of excitement, depth and illusion for 

your waterslide.

Get ready to be wowed!

Stefan und Claudia Klarer

Klarer Freizeitanlagen AG
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Ovaverva
St. Moritz - Top of the World

BLACK & WHITE

St. Moritz is the most famous alpine
village in Switzerland, but it is not 

just a traditional destination for jet-
setters. Today, it is well known for its 

extraordinary sport and leisure
offerings, which now include a new 

multi-functional indoor pool complex. 
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The new OvaVerva Pool, Spa and Sports
Center opened on 7 July 2014.

The facility boasts a unique Fun Tower,
with a combination of waterslides covering 

a complete length of over 200m. 

St. Moritz  - Top of the World

BLACK & WHITE
   The Magic Tube,

a new development of the classic 

inner tube slide, can be used as a 

body slide or with inner tubes. At a 

length of 91m, the Magic Tube is the 

longest slide at OvaVerva, and has 

transparent components and im-

pressive light effects. 

   The Racer Slide,
a 3-lane wide slide with a com-

plete length of 73m, is conceived 

as a family slide with the focus on 

shared sliding fun. Parents slide 

hand-in-hand with their children, 

while the real pros look for the slid-

ing sweet spot to shave off valuable

seconds from their personal best 

time. This high-capacity slide makes

long lines and waiting times a thing 

of the past. 

  The Turbo Slide
with a Drop Start is meant for 

speed-loving guests. It is 48m of 

pure adrenaline! The start will take 

your breath away.  

  The straight stairway
approach provides more space in 

the starting area, but also gives 

guests great views over the entire 

sliding landscape. The integrated 

concept provides maximum sliding 

pleasure with the highest possible 

level of comfort. 
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ENJOYING WITH ALL YOUR SENSES — 
THAT‘s THE MOTTO OF 

THE NEW JUNGLE CONE.

It is the first waterslide in Germany to use our theming 

and storytelling concept. The new «Jungle Cone» gives 

sliders an unforgettable ride through the thick tropical 

forest. The collection of three imposing funnels takes 

guests into exciting new worlds filled with special ef-

fects. 

The Cone Slide allows you to tailor the experience for 

multiple audiences. A touch panel in the start area

gives a choice of multiple effects at varying levels

of intensity. Whether a calm, family-friendly program 

with lots to discover or a wild freefall with guaranteed 

surprises — anything is possible. Klarer has developed a 

variety of light and water effects as well as interactive el-

ements and a uniquely designed sound backdrop that are 

all waiting to be experienced in our themed waterslides.

HERFORD – H20
Theming by Klarer
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The Stormchaser is another new development from

Klarer. The world’s first wind slide can be used with 

inner tubes or sliding mats. Specially designed  

axial fans create air currents within the tube 

slide reaching speeds of up to 120 km/h.

The Stormchaser is designed to pro-

pel the rider with wind alone, regard-

less of the incline. Speed is controlled 

individually as each rider changes 

position to change their own aero-

dynamics. Sensors monitor the exact 

position of each guest and adjust 

wind speed to ensure a safe ride.

 

Unlike conventional waterslides that 

require an elevation difference between the 

start and finish areas, the Stormchaser only 

needs a slightly elevated start area, making this 

wind slide the perfect choice for flat areas — both on the 

ground or at higher levels (for example, as a roof-top attrac-

tion). The use of transparent slide components is especially 

effective in elevated slides. 

Be a storm chaser – with Klarer!

Stormchaser
Product Development

AIR SPEED OF
UP TO 120 KM/H

if you can 

dream it…

Buzz Lightyear, the beloved character from the 

Disney/Pixar film Toy Story, was the in-

spiration for our latest innovation.  

The Infinity Jump is an add-on 

component for tube slides that 

includes an integrated jump-

ing ramp with a steep down-

ward slope, which is hidden 

from the slider’s view. An 

optical illusion is installed 

at the upper end of the 

jump element and shows 

the tube continuing straight 

ahead. The sudden drop, lo-

cated out of view, lets you ex-

perience an unexpected thrill. 

Alternatives to this optical illusion in-

clude a wide range of integrated light, 

water and sound effects. The latest 

innovation on the waterslide 

market is a video screen with 

waterproof LED panels, 

which can be built into the 

slide components. There is 

no limit to the effects you 

can add!

Contact us today for a no-

obligation consultation to 

learn more about this amaz-

ing new technology. 

Infinity-Jump
World’s First!

To infinity …
and beyond!
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01  Galaxy Erding, Erding (DE)  02  Lausitztherme, Bad Liebenwerda  
(DE)  03  AquaMagis, Plettenberg (DE)  04  OvaVerva, St. Moritz (CH)

05  Sportzentrum, Seefeld (AT) 06  Strandbad KuBa, Rheinfelden
(CH) 07  Fildorado, Filderstadt (DE) 08  Bo, Sommarland (NO)

09  Schwimmbad Hörnli, Kreuzlingen (CH) 10  Lido Locarno, Locarno
(CH) 11  H2O, Herford (DE) 12  Freizeitbad Cham, Cham (DE) 13  
Vandhalla, Egmont (DK) 14  L‘Hirondelle, Menglon (FR) 15  Sehu-
sa Wasserwelt, Seesen (DE) 16  Paradisbadet, Örnsköldsvik (SE)

17  Tropical Islands, Krausnick (DE) 18  Acquaworld, Concorezzo (IT)
19  Schloss Dankern, Haren (Ems) (DE)
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CH-8215 Hallau

Tel. +41 (0)52 687 06 06

Fax +41 (0)52 687 06 00

info@klarer.com

www.klarer.com

The past years at a glance:
more than 1000 waterslides worldwide, from simple children’s 

slides to the imposing Cone Slide, every slide is uniquely designed. 

We want to thank you, our customers, for your trust. We look 

forward to working on more projects with you in the future!
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PRODUCT CATALOG
Still just thinking – or are you ready to start planning? 
The new Klarer Product Catalog is here – with the newest 

and most complete information for planers and

architects. Order your copy today by

e-mail or telephone.

While we’re on the subject of ordering…
… have you signed up for our

newsletter?  If not, simply click

here to subscribe: www.klarer.com


